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About This Content

Brave the perils of the Pit as Astryd Jemison, a Sol Force Medic racing against time to save the people of Arbuda IV from a
raging epidemic. Trained as both a medical doctor and an armed combatant, she has come to the Feldspar Mountains looking for

the source of the deadly Xombie Plague.

 Astryd Jemison wields the sharp wits and sharp blade of a surgeon and carries the latest hybrid technology, with the power both
to mangle and to mend. As she plunges into the Pit on the trail of fellow Sol Force scientist Tamiko Hoshinara, she will sacrifice

as many enemy lives as necessary to achieve her mission of mercy.

 When the world is wounded, it calls for a Healer.

Features

 New playable character, SolForce Medic Astryd Jemison!

 The Pit is a dangerous, filthy place, but Astryd comes prepared with a satchel of medical equipment and years of
medical training.

 New recipes!

 New weapons!
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 New items!

 New monsters!

 New achievements!
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Title: Sword of the Stars: The Pit - Healer
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Kerberos Productions Inc.
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Intel Pentium 1.6 GHz or equivalent

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB DX compatible card

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:1.4 GB HD space

Sound:Any Windows compatible sound device

Additional:Controller support: 2-button mouse, keyboard and speakers

English
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A Gem! Buy it!. More ways to die, fail at a lab station and get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665stolen. Whats not
to like? Thx Kerberos. Great fun character, nice new weapons and armour added on top of that and tweeks to gameplay mean
this really is worth gettign if you like the game.. Shame....all other dlc works on mac.....why not this one????. brought it, steam
refuses to install it. tried deleting the game, now says content unavaliable due to being encrypted.... fix this crap please. Cool but
tough new monsters added and cool weapons.. Buy it! We need moar Sots: The Pit. Another great expansion for SOTS: the Pit.
Kerberos continues to improve this game years after release. The Healer DLC follows this trend, adding even more to the best
sci-fi roguelike out there.. This DLC is not compatible with Linux?
UPD: now it is compatible. Great!
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